Existence principles are given for systems of differential equations with reflection of the argument. These are derived using fixed point analysis, specifically the Nonlinear Alternative. Then existence results are deduced for certain classes of first and second order equations with reflection of the argument. 
Introduction and Preliminaries
This paper establishes some general existence principles for systems of differential equations with reflection of the argument. Then applications are given to certain classes of first and second order equations with reflection of the argument. For a detailed account on the above subject see [1, 2, 11, 12] and their references. The problems we consider have the form
Q J y (k) (t) = f{t, y(t), y(-t), • • •, y^l\t), y«-l) (-t)), -T < t < T \ y e SB
where 38 specifies certain initial and/or boundary conditions and where / is either continuous or a Caratheodory function.
For this paper R" denotes Euclidean n-space and |x| denotes the Euclidean norm, Donal O'Regan [2] where |u| 0 = max{\u(t)\ :-T<t<T}. We also define Q 1 = {u e C m : K(0) = 0}
and of course as usual C = C° and C$ = C o . [-T, T] . We will use the following version of the change-of-variable theorem; see [5] for proof. LEMMA 
Let g : [a, b] ->• [A, B] and h : [A, B] -• R, where g is absolutely continuous, h is measurable and (h o g)g' is Lebesgue measurable on [a,b]. Then h is integrable on the interval with end points g(a) and g(b) and r h( U )du=i higimg'iodt.

Jg(a) Ja
Now in (0.1) we assume the nonlinear term / is either a continuous function or a Caratheodory function. (-*)) ds.
i-»-g(t, z) is continuous for almost all t e[-T, T]\ (b) the map t i->-g(t, z) is measurable for all z e R mn ; (c) for each r > 0 there exists h r e L P [-T,T] such that \z\ < r implies that \g(t, z)\ < h r (t) for almost all t e [-T, T].
Each Caratheodory function g : [-T, T]xR^2 k)n -> R" induces an operator (called the
Caratheodory
Jo The condition (a) and (b) in the above definition imply that g(s, y\(s), y2(s), • • •, )>2k(s)) is measurable for any measurable functions y\(s), • • •, y^is)-Thus if v e C k~\ [-T, T], R"), then (c) implies that the integrand is integrable on [-T, T] and consequently N g :
C k~] -*• C o as asserted. Essentially the same reasoning as in [7] or [9, 10] immediately yields: [3] Existence results for differential equations with reflection of the argument 239 The general existence principles for differential equations with reflection of the argument are derived using topological methods, specifically the Nonlinear Alternative [4, 9, 10, 14] . We note first, however, that by a map being compact we mean it is continuous with relatively compact range. Let K denote a convex subset of a normed, linear space E. U is an open subset of K and U and dU are the closure of U in K and the boundary of U in K. (-x)) e Q forx e (-T, T)}. Apply (A) with this U to obtain (B). and observe that that choice of Q. excludes (ii) in (B) to confirm (C).
The next few sections develop existence results for interesting classes of first and second order differential equations with reflection of the argument or systems of such equations.
Initial Value Problems
Consider a first order differential system with reflection of the argument of the form
y'(t) = r]{t)f{t, y(t), y(-t)), -T < t < T
where r € R".
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037538 
1/(01 < ri(t)H\y(t)\ + ly(-Ol) and \y'(-t)\ < r,(-t)f(\y(-t)\ + \y(t)\).
Consequently, for almost all t e [-T, T]
( 1.2) |y'(OI + l/(-0l < MO + ni-tMilyiOl + \y(-0\).
Let t e (0, T] so -t e [-T, 0) and so y(t) = y(0) + /"' y'(s)ds with y(-t) = y(0)+f;'y'(s)ds yields (1.3) |y(/)| <\r\+ [ \y'(s)\ds and \y(-t)\ < \r\ + f \y'(s)\ds.
Jo J-t 
[-T, T] with r\ > 0 and continuous on (-T, T), that f is continuous and the growth rate restriction of Theorem 1.1 holds. Then (1.1) has a solution y e C[-T, T] D C l (-T, T). Moreover, this result is best possible for the class of initial value problems with reflection of the argument satisfying the growth condition \fit, u u u 2 )\ < ^(l^il + l«2l)» with \jf continuous.
PROOF. By Theorem 1.1 there is a solution yit) which is absolutely continuous on [-T, T]
and satisfies the differential equation in (1.1) almost everywhere. Hence,
yit) -yiO) = [ ri(s)f(s, y(s), yi~s))ds. Jo
Since the integrand is continuous on (-T, T) it follows that the differential equation with reflection of the argument holds at each ( e ( -7 , 7") and so (1. , j y . , -. , v , j y.,y«),yi-t)), -T < t < T 
1) has a solution y e C[-T,T]nC l i-T,T).
where f(t, y(t), y(-t)) = (f(\y(t)\ + \y(-t)\),
\f(t, y(t), y(-t))\ < A o (\y(t)\ + \y(-t)\)
p + B o . 
Scalar Boundary Value Problems
In this section we firstly consider second order differential equations with reflection of the argument, in just the function, with Sturm-Liouville boundary conditions at t = -1 and t = 1, namely
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In view of Theorem 0. and by (2.2), |y(fo)| < K. Now assume \y(s)\ takes its maximum at t 0 = 1. Then l) >0andso
) and \y(s)\ achieves its maximum at t e (-1,1) and \y(t)\ > K then y(t)f(t,y(t),y(-t),0)>0.
that is 0>Lv(l)|{aLv(l)l-M} We now place a Bernstein-Nagumo type growth restriction on / to obtain a bound on y'. Once this is done the existence of a solution to (2.1) is guaranteed by the above ideas. Specifically we obtain the following theorem: use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037538
[11]
Existence results for differential equations with reflection of the argument 247 EXAMPLE. The second order boundary value problem 1 ) and the maximum of \y(s)\ occurs at some t e (-1, 1) . Then Finally, in this section we consider boundary value problems with reflection of the argument in both the function and its first derivative, namely
y(t){y(t) -y(-t)} > 0 and thus
y(t)f(t, y(t), y(-t), 0) = ay{t) + by 2 (O -cy(-t)y(t) = ay(t) + c{y(t) -y(-t)}y(t) + qy
y"(t) = kr,(t)f(t, y(t), y(-t), ?
V(s)v"(s) \y'(s)\' = ^ | "y < \y"(s)\ provided y'(s) # 0 and use of this estimate, yields
< [ ir(\y'(s)\)
Thus there is a constant M* such that \y'(t)\ < Mi and \y'(t)\
fit) = f(t, y(t), yi-t), y'(t), /(-?)),
-1 < t < 1 
fit) = Xf(t, y(r), yi-t), y'it), y'i-t)), -\<t
(2.5) x forO < X < 1.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037538 [13] Existence results for differential equations with reflection of the argument 249 THEOREM 2.5. 
\y(s)\ achieves its maximum at t € (-1,1) and \y(t)\ > K then y(t)f(t,y(t),y(-t),O,y'(-t))>O
There exists a constant A ^ -1 and continuous functions g :
• R, h : R -+ R and k : R -H» R such that f(t,y(t),y(-t),y'(t),y'(-t)) = Af(-t, y(-t), y(t), / ( -? ) , y'(t)) + g(t, y(t), y(-t)) +h{y{t))y'{t) + k(y(-t))y'(-t)
for all t e (0, 
y"{t) = Af(-t) + kg(t, y(t), y(-t)) + Xh(y(t))y'(t) + kk(y(-t))y'(-t)
for t e (0, 1) and with M* as defined above,
|y"(0 -Af(-t) -Xh(y(t))y'(t) -Xky(-t)y'(-t)\ < M*.
Integration from 0 to t, with the fact that 
Ay'(-t) -(1 + A)y'(0)] -X\ h(s)ds + / k(s)ds
Also since ||a| -\b\\ < \a -b\ we have 
\y"(s)\ds \
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Integration from 0 to 1 gives with p(t) = 2N + f_ t \y"(s)\ ds,
and we obtain a bound on v' independent of X e (0, 1) just as in Theorem 1.1.
REMARK. It is also possible to replace the equation that / has to satisfy in (2.7) by
f{t,y(t),y(-t),y'(t),y'{-t)) = Af(-t, y(-t), y(t), y'(-t), /(*)) + g{t, y(t), y(-t))
where 0 < a,-, /J,-< 1 and obtain existence of a solution to (2.5) with appropriate adjustments in the assumption. However, we choose to omit the details; the trick is to use Holders integral inequality if an a, or # is less than 1.
REMARK. We can use similar techniques to obtain an analogue of Theorem 2.5 for problems of the form
y"(t) = r){t)f(t, y(t), y(-t), y'{t), y'(-t))
- 
is that we replace h(y(t))y'(t) and k(y(-O)y'(-t) in (2.7) by h(y(t))[y'(t)] l/p and k(y(-t))[y'(-t)]
l/p where p > 1 and assume x] e L q [-\, 1] with q -p/(p -1) and r)(t) = r}{-t) for t e (0, 1); of course the trick in the proof is now to use Holder's integral inequality) we choose to omit the details.
Boundary Value Problems for Systems
Consider systems of second order differential equations with reflection of the argument in both the function and its first derivative and with Dirichlet boundary data,
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037538
and the related family of problems
y"(t) = Xf(t, y(t), y(-t), y'(t), y'(-t)),
-Caratheodory function, 0 < X < 1. For x, y e /?" let x.y denote the usual inner product. First however recall Wirtinger's inequalities: 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume f(t, u, v, p, w) = g(t, u, v, p, w) + h(t, u, v, p, w) with
dt + \C\ I \y(t)\\y(-t)\dt (3.4) +\D\ \y(t)\\y'(t)\dt + \E\ \y(t)\\y'(-t)\dt J-\ J-\ \y{t)\ \h (t, y(t), y(-t), y'{t), y'(-t))\ dt.
Now using Cauchy's inequality, ab < |a 2 + ^b 2 , we find 
j \y(t)\ \h (t, y(t), y(-t), y'(t), / ( -* ) ) | dt
/.I 1 I" 1 < -/ \y(t)\ 2 dt + - \h(t,y(t),y(-t),y'(t),y'(-t))\ 2 dt. 2. J-\ l€ J_ x Also since (a + b + c + d) 2 < 8(a 2 + b 2 '+ c 2 + d 2 ), (3.3) yields
\h(t,y(t),y(-t),y'(t),y'(-t))\
\y{t)\\h(t, y(t), y(-t), y'(t), y'(-t))\ dt
In addition Holder's integral inequality and (3.5) gives 2 -2(|D| + |£|)/JT > 0. With these assumptions we can delete the AX term from (3.8) and then fix e > 0 suitably small so that the term is brackets on the left hand side of (3.8) is positive. This done, (3.8) and a, fi, y, x < 1 implies there exists a constant M\ independent of X such that Substitute this estimate in (3.8) to obtain (3.10)
Now fixe > 0 suitably small so that the term in brackets on the left of (3.10) is positive. As above this leads to (3.9) for a certain constant M\ independent of X in (0,1). From (3.10) and )>(-!) = 0, we find that 
\y(t)\ =
(-t), y'(t), y'(-t)),
-l < t < l use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037538
Systems of boundary Value Problems of Bernstein-Caratheodory Type
In this section we obtain analogues of the results in Section 2 for systems of boundary value problems where our nonlinear term is a Caratheodory function. In particular, consider
y"(t) = kf(t, y(t), y(-t), y'(t)),
- Next, we consider a system in which / may be singular at t = -1 or t = 1 or both. Consider
fit) = rjit) f(t, y(t), y(-t), y'(t)),
-1 < t < 1 l)+/}/(-l)=0; a > 0, £ > 0
by'(l) = 0; a>0,b>0 
